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Who This Book Is For
Common Language Assessment for English Learners is intended for educators who wish to 

engage in a collaborative assessment project that (1) yields meaningful information for and 
about their students’ language learning, (2) builds in student self-assessment, and (3) informs 
language instruction. This book is useful to teachers, school leaders, and administrators who 
wish to implement an innovative initiative around home-grown language data that will pro-
vide a body of reliable and valid evidence for decision making.

The focus of this book is on two groups of language learners: those for whom English is an 
additional language, or English learners, and secondarily, their profi cient-in-English classmates 
who are acquiring a language other than English. In addition, although specifi cally geared 
to educators of language learners, the principles, procedures, and steps laid out here can be 
replicated across classrooms in almost any elementary and secondary education setting and 
apply to both general education and special education student populations. Language teach-
ers are encouraged to partner with content teachers to coconstruct common language assess-
ment tasks designed from grade-level standards and curriculum, and teacher educators and 
professional development consultants are encouraged to help facilitate, manage, and oversee 
the process.

Professional learning teams serve as the inspiration, genesis, and sounding board for com-
mon language assessment. These teams are committed to furthering student learning as they 
build common language assessment. Three focal questions help ground them as they collect, 
analyze, and use language data effi ciently and effectively: (1) what is it that we want students 
to learn? (2) how will we know when they have learned it? and (3) what happens in our 
school when they don’t? (DuFour, DuFour, Eaker, & Karhanek, 2004)

The Organization of This Book
Chapter 1 makes the case that common language assessment is a necessary practice in 

schools or districts with English learners. It offers a rationale, defi nition, and a framework for 
assessment. We invite professional learning teams of teachers and school leaders to undergo 
a fi ve-phase process of building common language assessment and, in doing so, to better 
understand the complexity of the language of school.

Chapter 2, on the fi rst or planning phase, describes the human resources required for build-
ing common language assessment. Educators’ availability for and long-term commitment to 
a common cause—the improvement of instructional assessment practices for language learn-
ers—are critical. Planning entails solidifying the educator teams, identifying the subgroup(s) 
of language learners, and soliciting the stakeholders who will be involved in the process.

Chapter 3 describes the design phase that assists professional learning teams in sketching 
out the structure of common language assessment. Much preparation goes into determining 
the instructional assessment’s purpose, selecting standards, and formulating language targets. 
The steps for designing common language tasks and projects also include knowing how to 
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differentiate language for English learners and what data to collect. Finally, we devise a pro-
fessional development plan to capture the collective goals of the professional learning team or 
district as a whole and to solidify their commitment to common language assessment.

Chapter 4, on the refi nement phase, emphasizes the coordination of effort required in craft-
ing and fi ne tuning common language assessment. At this halfway point in construction, we 
set aside time to review the logistics of implementation. Teachers try out the language tasks and 
refl ect on their effectiveness, and students act as reviewers and contributors. During refi nement, 
the collaborative teams exercise care in the selection or adaptation of rubrics and documenta-
tion forms and their match to the language tasks and projects. Toward the close of this phase, 
professional learning teams take time to modify the initial design.

The inspection phase, chapter 5, is a systematic review of what has been accomplished to date, 
paying special attention to the role of rubrics in interpreting student work samples and achiev-
ing reliable ratings. In this phase, we contemplate how best to communicate with different 
stakeholders. Most importantly, we consider using the information from common language 
assessment to inform instruction and monitor students’ language growth with the ultimate goal 
of improving their achievement.

Finally, the maintenance phase (chapter 6) addresses issues related to the data from common 
language assessment. In this fi nal building block, we take care to ensure that a viable and valid 
assessment system functions within the greater school, language education program, or district. 
In assembling a body of evidence, professional learning teams, along with school and district 
leaders, discuss the role of technology and formulate policies in regard to data storage, reten-
tion, and retrieval. Checks are put into place to verify that common language assessment, built 
around the characteristics and needs of language learners, promotes high-quality teaching and 
learning.

Each chapter begins with an Organizing Principle—its big idea or essential understanding, 
meant to spark thinking and deliberation—and a Lead Question, specifying a topic related to 
English learners within the chapter’s theme.

Readers may find the glossary on page 157 helpful as they work through the phases of 
construction.

Reproducible activities, at the end of every chapter, signal points at which teachers, school 
leaders, and professional learning teams can discuss, summarize, synthesize, and apply what 
has been presented and refl ect on its relevance and usability in their own setting. These activi-
ties, indicated by an icon like the one shown in the margin, enable teacher-led teams to plan, 
implement, and evaluate every aspect of common language assessment. Taken as a whole, they 
chronicle the fi ve phases of the construction process. When educators actively participate in 
every step of the construction process, the result is a satisfi ed product and an enduring system 
built to specifi cation. The time has come for rethinking how to measure language learning 
and the attainment of language targets and benchmarks for our students and language educa-
tion programs. Common language assessment can fi ll that niche in many schools and districts.
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Chap ter 1Common 
Language 
Assessment
High achievement always takes place in the 
framework of high expectations.

—CHARLES F. KETTERING

Language forms the heart of instruction; thus, all 
teachers are language teachers (Zwiers, 2008). Since 
language is also a distinguishing characteristic of 
English learners, educators must be sensitive to stu-
dents’ language development. This opening chapter 
introduces common language assessment as a tool for 
measuring language embedded within instruction 
and, in doing so, affords teachers and school lead-
ers opportunities to set realistic language expecta-
tions for students within grade-level, content-driven 
instruction. It helps explain how language impacts 
the performance of language learners from classroom 
to classroom, highlights the challenges English learners face every day in school, and offers a 
teacher-driven data source for decision making.

We begin by looking at the adventures of a hypothetical school that set out for the fi rst time 
to build team-based assessment for English learners.

Organizing Principle: Common 
language assessment enables teachers 
and school leaders to set and measure 
language expectations for language 
learners across classrooms.

Lead Question: How does common 
language assessment contribute to 
understanding the performance of 
English learners in school?

Common Language Assessment at Graham School
Over the last decade, Graham School has undergone a demographic transformation, with 
more and more linguistic and cultural groups arriving at its doors. At the close of last year, 
a districtwide survey revealed that the number-one priority for teachers was professional 
development on classroom-based assessment practices.
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Rationale for Common Language Assessment
Measuring academic language is critical for English learners, as their ultimate achievement 

often hinges on their use of English, a language with which they are not yet fully versed. 
Common language assessment allows English learners to demonstrate the extent to which 
they have the language requisite for accessing grade-level content. At the same time, by 
agreeing on how language learners can demonstrate meeting the milestones or benchmarks 
of language development, teachers gain a fi rm understanding of the complexities of language 
learning. Common language assessment is a potentially powerful tool and a vital component 
of a balanced assessment system. Adopting common language assessment practices within a 
grade, school, language education program, or even district is useful in:

• Informing language instruction

• Better understanding the relationship between the students’ language profi ciency 
and their academic achievement

• Offering reliable, valid, and timely language data for low-stakes decision making

• Bringing greater equity into classrooms serving English learners

The ultimate goal of instructionally bound assessment is to support learning (Black & 
Wiliam, 1998; Stiggins, 2008). When educators collaborate to build assessment from the 
ground up, they become vested in the process and advocates for their students. In this book, 
we examine ways in which teachers and school leaders can become contributors to school 

As a follow-up to the survey, Graham’s principal asked her staff to list the language pro-
fi ciency and achievement measures that they used. It was amazing to discover that there 
was full coverage for academic achievement at the classroom, school, and district levels. 
The language educators pointed out that the majority of the measures, however, had not 
been developed with English learners in mind, and few, if any, measures were available 
in the students’ native languages.

The most surprising fi nding was that outside of the annual state test and an interim 
language profi ciency measure from a publisher, teachers had little instructionally based 
information on English learners’ language development throughout the year. True, teach-
ers collected data all the time in their individual classrooms, but collectively, there was 
no uniformity in assessment practices. Language teachers, in particular, felt that they did 
not have a voice and wanted to contribute to the school culture.

As a result, the principal decided that the school’s primary goal for the upcoming year 
was to promote students’ academic language development. One of the vehicles to docu-
ment students’ language growth would be team-based assessment.
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